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Abstract

We derive some specific inequalities involving absolutely continuous functions and relate them to a
norm inequality arising from Banach algebras of functions having bounded k th variation.
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We first obtain some integral inequalities involving absolutely continuous func-
tions using elementary real variable theory. We then show that these and other
inequalities are particular instances of an inequality satisfied by the norm of a
Banach algebra of functions of bounded kth variation.

THEOREM 1. Let f and g have absolutely continuous (k — \)th derivatives on
[a, b\ In addition letf{r\a) = 0 - g^\a), r = Q,l,...,k- 1. Then

(1) (h\[f(t)g(t)]ik)\dt
a

"yy^ )(j"^ dt

PROOF. We use an inductive argument. The case k = 1 is a special case of
Theorem 1 in [7]. Assume now that (1) holds. Then
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(2)

f\[f'(x)g(x)]w | dx + (b\[f(x)g'(x)Yk) I dx
"a J a

2k~\b - a) ) | dx

) | dx)(fb
dx+ 2k~\b ~ af

Since, under the given hypothesis,

/<*>(*) = ffl"+x\t)dt,
Ja

we obtain

[b\fM(x)\dx<(b- a) (b\f«+»{t)\dt.

Using the same inequality for g, the right hand side of (2) gives us the right hand
side of (1), with k replaced by k + 1, so the induction is complete.

Of course (1) extends by induction to more than two functions. Accordingly we
present without proof the following result:

THEOREM 2. Let ft, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,« , have absolutely continuous (k — \)th deriva-

tives on [a, b]. If in addition

i=

then

(3) n /At)

REMARKS. 1. The constant 2* \b — a)k ' in (1) is best possible when k = 1
and k = 2, as shown by putting f(x) = g(x) = x and f(x) = g(x) = JC1+"
respectively, and letting n tend to infinity in the second instance. The constant in
(3) however is not best possible in general. It has recently been shown by Dr. C. J.
F. Upton (see [8]) that the best possible constant is

[ ( A : - I ) ! ] " " 1 \ k - \

The author is grateful for this private communication.
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2. The restrictions upon the functions at the end point a can be removed by
considering/(JC) — 2*r<J (x — a)sf{s){a)/s\. This, of course, complicates the left
hand side of (3), but the right hand side will remain unchanged.

3. The inequality (1) first arose from consideration of a norm for a commuta-
tive Banach algebra of functions of generalized bounded variation. We now
introduce this Banach algebra.

Let BVx[a, b] denote the linear space of functions of bounded variation on the
closed interval [a, b], and let

BVr[a,b]={f:ff=BV1[a,b],f(a) = O}.

We shall denote the total variation of / on [a, b] by F,(/ ; a, b) or just Vx(f)
when no confusion can arise. If pointwise operations are employed it is known
(see [1], [2] or Section 17.35 of [3]) that BV?[a, b] is a commutative Banach
algebra with a unit element under the norm || • II*, where II / II* — Vx{f).

More recently, classes of functions of bounded kih variation have been studied,
and have also been shown to be commutative Banach algebras under certain
norms. (For the definition of bounded A:th variation, the reader is referred to [4].)
More specifically, let BVk[a, b] denote the linear space of functions of bounded
A:th variation on [a, b], and let

BVZ[a,b]={f:fGBVk[a,b],f(a)=f'+(a)= • • •+/f-»(a) = 0}.
If total kth variation is denoted by Vk(f), and pointwise operations are em-
ployed, it has been shown in [6] that for each k 2* 1, BV%[a, b] is a commutative
Banach algebra under the norm || • \\*k, where || / II* = akVk(f), and

ak = 2k-\b-a)k'\k-\)\

The norm inequality,

\\fg\\*k<\\fn\\gn
can, of course, be written as the following inequality involving total &th variation:

(4) Vk(fg)<akVk(f)Vk(g).

It is well known (see Section 18 of [3]) that when/ is absolutely continuous on
[a, b], K,(/) = / a

6 | / ' ( / ) | dt. If in addition / ( a ) = 0 = g(a), then (4) gives (1)
with k — 1. Furthermore, it has been shown in [5] that when/ '*"1 1 is absolutely
continuous on [a, b], then the total A:th variation has the integral representation

(k- \)\Vk(f;a,x) = f\f(k)(t)\dt, a<x^b.
*a

Thus if/ and g belong to BV^a, b] and have absolutely continuous (k — l)th
derivatives on [a, b], then (4) gives (1). Consequently (1) and (2) are particular
cases of (4). We conclude with another case of (4) which does not involve
integrals.
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THEOREM 3. Let x0, x , , . . . ,xn and y0, yu... ,yn be two sets of complex numbers
such that x0 — 0 — y0. Then

\y,~yt-\

A proof of (5) appears in [7], so will not be repeated here.
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